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Â A: From what I can tell, you're trying to add a to the end of the string. .read() Returns a lineoriented tokenizer. A line is considered to be a string of zero or more characters followed by a
newline character. Upon reaching the end of the file, io.open() will return an in-memory io.IOBase
object, which has a read() method that will return an empty string. .read() will just read the file to a
string. Try: file = open("3dbattery.txt", "r") text = file.read() file.close() #Add a to the end text += ' '
#Read the file back to a string file2 = open("3dbattery.txt", "r") text2 = file2.read() file2.close()
#Get rid of the text = text.strip() Industry leading independent monthly video game magazine, for
sale only through our website. This month’s issue has our huge 80 page monthly issue as well as all
our latest ProSubruns! Why buy from us? We sell exclusively through our website and our high
profits per sale makes buying from us much cheaper than buying through other channels, which
means more money in your pocket and less hassle. All payments are securely processed through
IPACash – a PCI-SV approved third-party company which is the only secure and trusted gateway for
online credit card payments on the Internet. We deal with any situation, from a small single item
order right through to a complex monthly subscription, and don't charge VAT or additional fees for
our services. You can read our pricing policy here. We never charge for returns, except in extreme
circumstances where our staff have accidently damaged an item. About As one of the UK’s leading
independent video game magazine publishers, we want to provide the best, most complete
magazine experience possible. In order to do this, we’ve chosen to sell our magazines exclusively
online and in person, at the same time. Games that we review are for sale through our website and
our monthly subscription program, and not through most other channels, which means we can offer
you the best value for money. We also sell
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